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We model the hydrodynamics of a shear cell experiment with an immiscible nematic liquid crystal
droplet in a viscous fluid using an energetic variational approach and phase-field methods [86]. The
model includes the coupled system for the flow field for each phase, a phase-field function for the diffuse
interface and the orientational director field of the liquid crystal phase. An efficient numerical scheme
is implemented for the two-dimensional evolution of the shear cell experiment for this initial data. The
same model reduces to an immiscible viscous droplet in a viscous fluid, which we simulate first to com-
hase-field
ulti-phase

omplex fluids
iquid crystal

pare with other numerical and experimental behavior. Then we simulate drop deformation by varying
capillary number (independent of liquid crystal physics), liquid crystal interfacial anchoring energy and
Oseen–Frank distortional elastic energy. We show the number of eventual droplets (one to several) and
“beads on a string” behavior are tunable with these three physical parameters. All stable droplets possess
signature quadrupolar shear and normal stress distributions. The liquid crystal droplets always possess a
global surface defect structure, called a boojum, when tangential surface anchoring is imposed. Boojums

+1/2
[79,32] consist of degree

. Introduction

Moving interface problems are ubiquitous in the study of mix-
ures of fluids, solids and gases. Many problems in the biological,
hysical and engineering sciences involve systems of equations
hat need to be solved in evolving domains with complex interfaces.
his paper is motivated by composite material applications where
iquid crystal domains are dispersed in an immiscible polymer
hase and then sheared to create arrays of liquid crystal droplets
46,80]. In the classical sharp interface formulation, the model sys-
em consists of the momentum equations for each fluid region,
upplemented by the kinematic and dynamic boundary conditions
n the free interfaces [5,8,14,33,58].

The available numerical methods for solving free-interface
roblems can roughly be divided into two categories, those of

agrangian formulations and those of Eulerian formulations. Rec-
gnized as an explicit tracking method of the interface, Lagrangian
ethods track the interface either through a separate grid for the

nterface, or a set of interconnected “marker” points. Examples
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and −1/2 surface defects within a bipolar global orientational structure.
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include boundary integral methods (surface mesh [6,27,78,30,9])
and the front-tracking method (a set of connected marker particles
[19,52,75,83,89]). Lagrangian approaches are typically very accu-
rate, but can be relatively complicated to implement, especially
for problems involving drastic topological changes; we refer to [9]
for an adaptive mesh algorithm applied to three-dimensional drop
deformation and breakup.

In Eulerian methods, the interface is implicitly defined through
a “label” function, sometimes referred to as the level set function
or phase field, with an evolution equation for the label function
that is supposed to mimic the physics of the explicit interface. A
particular value (level set) of the label function is defined as the
interface. The numerical solution can be performed independently
of the underlying grid, which greatly simplifies gridding, discretiza-
tion and handling of topological changes. Examples include the
volume-of-fluid (VOF) method [26,31,38,22,47], level-set method
[1,54,65], immersed boundary method [55,39] and the phase-field
method which we use in this study.

The phase-field, or diffuse-interface, method dates back to
Rayleigh and van der Waals in the 19th century [62,77]; we refer

to the monograph by Rowlinson and Widom [64] and review arti-
cle by Anderson et al. [2] for historical developments and diverse
applications of these methods. The diffuse interface, for our pur-
poses here of modeling immiscible drops of one fluid in another,
represents a transition layer where the two fluids mix to a cer-
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ain degree, governed by a mixing energy. The governing equations
rise from a standard energetic variational procedure including
he Hamilton least action principle (for reversible processes) and
he Onsager maximum dissipation principle (for irreversible pro-
esses) [44,40,29]. Phase-field models provide a robust and flexible
reatment for interfacial dynamics of multi-phase flows; we refer
he reader to several examples from the physics and engineering
iterature (cf. [88,92,90,82,13]).

The study of immiscible fluid mixtures dates back to the work
f Plateau [56] and Rayleigh [61], with relatively modern stud-
es of Taylor [74], Hinch and Acrivos [25] and Rallison [59].
dvances in instrumentation and computation have facilitated

urther contributions to understanding a particular two-phase
ow, the falling drop experiment, where there is a free surface
ounding one fluid and a gas that is assumed passive. Studies of
he deformation, formation and pinch-off of a Newtonian drop
ave been reported with experimental [71,24,91,81,30,23], the-
retical [71,24,15,7], and numerical [71,81,23,6,38,43] tools (for
thorough review of the subject see [16,10]). When the fluid is

on-Newtonian, observations are often dramatically altered. In the
ripping faucet, much longer filaments form between the drop
nd the orifice for polymeric liquids [3,4,16]. Many studies, both
xperimental and theoretical, were devoted to study the equilib-
ium shape [28,60,43], the critical conditions for breakup [37,18,76]
nd capillary instability [76] of viscoelastic drops. New features
ue to elasticity of the fluid have been documented, such as fil-
ment stabilization, (elastic) retraction, extraordinary long and
ong-lived filament formation and the development of beads-on-
-string perturbations along the filament [20,53,73,63,72]. The
ynamics during and after filament rupture continue to be explored
or fundamental behavior as well as for applications to ink jet and
elated technologies. A high-resolution simulation of inkjet print-
ng of polymeric liquids can be found in [51], which also contains a
etailed discussion of their numerical methods and polymer mod-
ling.

In this paper we explore an immiscible liquid crystal (LC) droplet
mmersed in a viscous fluid confined between two parallel plates,
nd simulate the fate of the LC droplet and feedback to the sur-
ounding fluid motion as the plates are set into steady motion to
enerate a bulk shear flow. There are various applications which
otivate this modeling study, including polymer-dispersed liquid

rystals mentioned above where the viscous matrix considered
ere has to be generalized to a polymeric fluid. It seems pru-
ent to address the simpler problem first, then replace the viscous
atrix by any polymer model with an energy formulation. The LC

roplet requires, minimally, the computation of the orientation
ithin the liquid crystal phase with some model of the nematic
irector dynamics and elastic fluid properties. Previous studies of

iquid crystal drops have focused on a uniform or varying exter-
al electric field (cf. [17,36] and references therein), magnetic field
57], or external shear flow [48,34,87]. We follow the formalism
or two-phase complex fluids developed in [86]. This work pro-
ides a general framework for complex fluid mixtures where the
icrostructural dynamics has an energy-based variational basis. In

86], the authors illustrated the formalism for the slow retraction of
nematic liquid crystal (LC) drop in a viscous solvent, where both
uids are highly viscous. Here we extend the model and numeri-
al algorithm to the inertial regime where the LC drop undergoes
trong deformation and rupture, and where defects in the LC phase
nd hydrodynamic effects are of interest in their own right.

We draw special attention to the role of defects in the liquid

rystal phase during drop deformation and rupture, the secondary
ow and stress distributions of stable drops, and their correlations
ith defects. Defects are classified according to topological degree
hich is calculated by an integral relation that is performed on a

losed curve surrounding the core of the defect; for half-integer
id Mech. 166 (2011) 487–499

or integer defects, respectively, the director rotates through mul-
tiples of � or 2� radians. The defect topology of a nematic liquid
crystal drop, both in equilibrium and in hydrodynamics, depends
critically on the nature of the orientational boundary conditions
at the drop interface. The standard assumption is that of Dirich-
let conditions at interfaces, so-called hard anchoring conditions.
Within the phase field approach taken here, we restrict this study
to tangential anchoring and then parametrically tune the strength
of the anchoring condition through an anchoring energy, which we
show plays a dominant role in the global orientation field within
LC droplets.

The rest of the paper is arranged as follows. In Section 2, we
describe the basic setting and model equations. In Section 3, the cor-
responding numerical scheme is presented. Numerical simulations
are presented and highlights summarized in Section 4, followed by
concluding remarks.

2. The phase-field model of two-phase complex fluids

Let ˝ be a domain which is filled by two incompressible and
immiscible fluids separated by a free moving interface. In our study,
we initialize a liquid crystal drop within a viscous fluid. To dis-
tinguish these two fluids, a phase field function �(x) with x ∈˝ is
introduced and the level set {x :�(x) = 0}depicts the interface, while
{x :�(x) > 0} represents the interior and {x :�(x) < 0} the exterior.
Since this labeling function is defined on the whole domain with
the Eulerian referenced coordinates, we evolve the full phase field
function � and plot the motion of the zero level set to identify the
fluid–fluid interface.

We now establish a phase field formulation based on an
energetic variational approach [86,40,85]. For the system of an
immiscible blend of a nematic liquid crystal droplet and a viscous
matrix, there are three contributions to the free energy: the mix-
ing energy Fmix of the interface, the bulk distortional energy Fbulk
of the nematic liquid crystal phase, and the anchoring energy Fanch
of the liquid crystal phases on the interface. If we suppress the lat-
ter two free energy contributions, then we reduce to the standard
Cahn–Hilliard or Allen–Cahn models for two-phase immiscible flu-
ids.

An order parameter � is used to represent the thickness of the
thin mixing layer separating the two fluids. The evolution of the
phase field function is governed by a stored mixing energy density
[12] given by

fmix(�,∇�) = 1
2
�|∇�|2 + �

4�2
(�2 − 1)

2
, (2.1)

where � is the strength of the mixing energy. The first gradient term
represents the “philic” interactions between the fluids which prefer
complete mixing. The second term is the Ginzburg–Landau poten-
tial for “phobic” interactions that promotes phase separation of the
two fluids. Notice that � is +1 for the nematic fluid, −1 for the
ambient fluid, with a transitional layer width of order O(�).

For two-phase Newtonian (purely viscous) fluids, the free
energy above yields the Cahn–Hilliard or Allen–Cahn equation
depending on the choice of Banach space to derive the variational
derivative [86,40,85].

The nematic liquid crystal fluid, whose principal axis of orienta-
tion is represented by a unit vector n(x) known as the LC director,
possesses an additional elastic energy given by the Oseen–Frank
distortional energy density
fbulk(n) = 1
2
K1(∇ · n)2 + 1

2
K2(n · ∇ × n)2 + 1

2
K3(n × ∇ × n)2, (2.2)

where K1, K2, K3 are elastic constants for the three canonical ori-
entational distortions: splay, twist and bend. For simplicity, we
assume the elastic energy of the liquid crystal droplet is isotropic,
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.e., K1 = K2 = K3 = K, and the Oseen–Frank energy density reduces to
he Dirichlet functional K/2 ∇ n :(∇ n)T. Furthermore, rather than
mpose a norm 1 constraint directly on n, instead we introduce

penalty term of Ginzburg–Landau type, 1/4ε2(|n|2 − 1)
2
, where

� 1 is a penalization parameter. Then the “regularized” bulk elas-
ic energy density becomes [42]

bulk = 1
2
K∇n : (∇n)T + (|n|2 − 1)

2

4ε2
. (2.3)

This formulation circumvents the incapacity of the Oseen–Frank
heory to describe the core of defects through a transition zone with
idth of order O(ε) [42,41]. This effect will be evident in the simu-

ations below as the director shrinks from norm 1 in the vicinity of a
efect core. The alternative approach is to generalize the LC director
o a tensorial order parameter or the full orientational distribution
unction, which is beyond the scope of this paper.

Liquid crystals tend to prefer a particular orientation along an
nterface, called the easy direction. In sharp interface models this
onstitutes a so-called hard anchoring (Dirichlet) boundary con-
ition for n. In the phase field approach, instead one employs an
nchoring energy which can measure the deviations from the pre-
erred interfacial alignment condition. The two most common types
f anchoring are planar, where all directions in the plane of the
nterface are easy directions, and homeotropic, where the easy
irection is the normal to the interface. The natural energy density
or the planar anchoring case is

anch(n, �) = 1
2
A(n · ∇�)2, (2.4)

here A ≥ 0 is a parameter controlling the strength of the anchoring
otential. For the normal anchoring case, the energy density is

anch(n, �) = 1
2
A(|n|2|∇�|2 − (n · ∇�)2). (2.5)

The total energy density is then a sum,

tot(�,n,∇�,∇n) = fmix + 1
2

(1 + �)fbulk + fanch, (2.6)

here the factor (1 +�)/2 represents the volume fraction of the
ematic liquid crystal component. Note that the last two contri-
utions vanish in the viscous liquid phase (by setting � = − 1 and
= 0). The total free energy is

tot =
∫
˝

ftot(�,n,∇�,∇n)dx. (2.7)

Note that the free energy Ftot is parametrized by the diffuse
nterface mixing parameter � and interfacial width �, and by LC
arameters for bulk elasticity K, director norm constraint ε, and
urface anchoring strength A. We now couple this energy to the
ow equations.

The momentum conservation and continuity equations are(
∂u
∂t

+ u · ∇u

)
= −∇p+ ∇ · 	,∇ · u = 0, (2.8)

here� is the density, u is the velocity, p is the pressure and	 is the
tress. In this paper we assume both fluids are density matched. The
lastic stress tensor is derived from the total elastic energy above
hrough the least action principle [11],

e = −�(∇�⊗ ∇�) − K

2
(1 + �)(∇n) · (∇n)T − G, (2.9)
here G = A(n · ∇ �)n ⊗∇ � for planar anchoring (chosen in this
aper) and G = A((n · n) ∇ �− (n · ∇ �)n] ⊗∇ � for normal anchor-

ng. As in [86], we suppress director torque due to flow in the
iquid crystal director model, and neglect the terms that repre-
ent anisotropic viscous extra stress contributions. These terms and
id Mech. 166 (2011) 487–499 489

effects are considered perturbative to the model we explore here
and will be studied separately. The Newtonian viscous stress for
both fluids is

	v = 
(∇u + (∇u)T ), (2.10)

where 
 is the viscosity of either fluid, which we assume to be
matched for this paper. The total stress tensor is the summation of
the elastic stress 	e and the viscous stress 	�.

Based on the total free energy of the system, the Cahn–Hilliard
equation arises as the evolution equation of the labeling function �
with a particular choice of Banach space norm, which is the choice
we make for this paper. That is, we turn off the liquid crystal con-
tributions in the evolution of the phase field function, which is
standard in the literature; if the model performs poorly with this
assumption, this is one place to look to add new physics. For the
liquid crystal droplet experiments, we focus our simulations on the
phase field (parametrized by �) and LC (parametrized by K and A)
contributions to the elastic stress, which strongly couple to the flow
equations.

The Cahn–Hilliard phase field model (employed in all simula-
tions presented here) is

�t + u · ∇� = ∇ · �1∇
(
ıFmix
ı�

)
= �1�∇2

(
−∇2� + �(�2 − 1)

�2

)
,

(2.11)

where the parameter �1 is the so-called molecular mobility con-
stant, and �1�determines the relaxation time scale of the interface.
We assume a no-flux boundary condition on the full fluid domain
˝,

∂�

∂n
|∂˝ = 0. (2.12)

The second boundary condition comes from the variational prin-
ciple [40,44],

∂∇2�

∂n
|∂˝ = 0. (2.13)

We point out that as an alternative transport equation of the
phase field (2.11), we can use the Allen–Cahn equations:

�t + u · ∇� = −�1

(
ıFmix
ı�

)
= −�1�

(
−∇2� + �(�2 − 1)

�2

)
,

(2.14)

with the no-flux boundary condition (2.12) and the second bound-
ary condition (2.13) is dropped. The Allen–Cahn equation involves
a dissipation of the volume fraction for which one can introduce
a Lagrange multiplier to restore conservation [85,68]. We do not
pursue this model here.

The evolution equation for the director field n is determined by
the variational derivative of the bulk free energy,

nt + u · ∇n = −�2
ı((1 + �)/2 Fbulk)

ın
= �2K

(
∇ ·

(
(1 + �)

2
∇n

)

− (1 + �)
2

n(|n|2 − 1)
ε2

)
+ �2Ag, (2.15)

where g = (n · ∇ �) ∇ � for planar anchoring, and
( ∇ � · ∇ �)n − (n · ∇ �) ∇ � for normal anchoring, and �2 deter-

mines another relaxation time scale of the liquid crystal phase. For
simplicity, we assume a Neumann boundary condition on the LC
director ( ∂ n/∂ n)|∂˝ = 0. In this way, we allow the director field to
freely decay to zero in the exterior region of the drop by the effects
from the volume fraction factor (1 +�)/2.
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Fig. 1. Initial data of a drop of one fluid immersed in another fluid, subjected at
time 0 to an imposed linear shear. The red circle is the zero level set of a phase field
function which will be subsequently tracked for different two-fluid experiments.
(For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of the article.)
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ig. 2. Steady state shape of a sheared Newtonian drop in a Newtonian fluid at a
ub-critical capillary number with Ca = 0.0486.

. Numerical method
We start by describing our time discretization scheme. We
dvance time semi-implicitly to enhance stability, with the non-
inear transport terms treated explicitly and the linear terms
mplicitly. The incompressibility constraint is dealt with by using

ig. 3. Snapshots of the deformation of a Newtonian drop that is immersed in a Newt
0,12] × [0,1].
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1
−15

Fig. 4. The velocity profile of u at t = 0.1, 0.4, 0.7, 0.9, 1, 1.1 corresponding to Fig. 3.

the rotational pressure–correction scheme developed in [21]. More
precisely, assuming (un, pn, �n, nn) are known, we solve (un+1, pn+1,
�n+1, nn+1) as follows:

ũn+1 − un
ıt

−
∇2ũn+1 + ∇pn = gn, ũn+1|∂˝ = 0; (3.1a)

n+1

−∇2 n+1 = 1

ıt
∇ · ũn+1,

∂ 

∂n
|∂˝ = 0; (3.1b)

and

pn+1 = pn + n+1 −
∇ · ũn+1, un+1 = ũn+1 − ıt∇ n+1; (3.1c)

onian fluid, at t = 0.1, 0.4, 0.7, 0.9, 1, 1.1 with shear rate  = 15 with domain size
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Fig. 5. Snapshots of the deformation of a viscosity matched, immiscible Newtonian drop immersed in a Newtonian fluid, at t = 0.1, 0.5, 0.7, 0.83, 0.89, 1 with [0,3] × [0,1].
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Fig. 6. Snapshots of the velocity field with phase-field contours of the N

�n+1 − �n
�1�ıt

+ ∇2∇2�n+1 − S�
�2

∇2(�n+1 − �n) = ∇2f (�n),

∂�n+1

∂n
|∂˝ = 0,

∂∇2�n+1

∂n
|∂˝ = 0; (3.2)

nd
nn+1 − nn

�2Kıt
− ∇2(nn+1 − nn) + Sn

ε2
(nn+1 − nn) = ∇

·( 1
2

(1 + �n)∇nn) − 1
2

(1 + �n)
nn(|nn|2 − 1)

ε2
,
∂nn+1

∂n
|∂˝ = 0. (3.3)
2 2.5

nian drop at t = 0.7, 0.83, 1, associated with the drop dynamics of Fig. 5.

In the above, gn inlcudes all the nonlinear terms in (2.9) eval-
uated at time step n; S� , Sn > 0 are two suitable stabilization
parameters. In our numerical simulations, we use S� = Sn = 2 which
appear to provide a good balance between stability and accuracy.
Details of stability and error analysis of this stabilized semi-implicit
scheme can be found in [84,69].
Note that the second order term in (2.15) involves a non-
constant coefficient (1 +�)/2, and since�∼ − 1 in the exterior of the
drop, � + 1 oscillates around zero. Hence, (� + 1) may become neg-
ative at some grid points which can cause an iterative method like
Conjugate Gradient method to diverge. The situation is avoided by
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Fig. 7. The shear stress 	12 associated with the snapshots from Fig. 6 at t = 0.7, 0.83, 1.
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Fig. 8. The first normal stress difference N1 =	11

standard approximation of the second-order operator with vari-
ble coefficients by one with constant coefficients, as evident in
3.3).

To summarize, at each time step, the above scheme leads to
sequence of Poisson-type equations for un+1, pn+1, nn+1 and a

i-harmonic equation for �n+1. Since these equations have con-
tant coefficients and the domain is regular, they can be efficiently
nd accurately solved by using a spectral-Galerkin method (cf.
66]). More precisely, we consider the two-dimensional rectangu-
ar domain˝={(x, y) : x ∈ [0, Hx], y ∈ [0, Hy]}with periodic boundary
onditions along the x-axis. We apply a Fourier spectral method
n the x-direction (i.e., periodicity in the flow direction) and the
egendre–Galerkin method (cf. [66]) in the y-direction, to resolve
he physical boundary conditions at the upper and lower plates.
e note in particular that, in order to reduce the computational
omplexity, we use the basis functions which satisfy exactly the
eumann boundary condition for the director field n, as well as the
oundary conditions (2.12) and (2.13) for the Cahn–Hilliard equa-
ion [66]. For these basis functions, the resultant linear systems
corresponding to the snapshots of Figs. 6 and 7.

from the scheme are all sparse with compact bandwidth so they
can be solved with optimal computational complexity.

4. Numerical simulations

4.1. Problem formulation

We now investigate the drop deformation problem in a shear
cell where the plates will be set into steady motion, imposing a
bulk shear rate on the fluid mixture. In all computations, the initial
geometry is depicted schematically in Fig. 1. The computational
domain is the rectangle with lengths Hx = 3H, Hy = H and H = 1. The
drop sits in the center with a radius of a = (H/4). The plate-controlled
bulk shear rate is , and −1 defines a characteristic time scale.

We use H as the characteristic length scale. In all simulations, we
fix the following parameters based on trial and error and previous
experience with a drop retraction application [86,40,85]:

• the mobility parameter of the phase field variable, �1 = 2 × 10−5;
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F
i

Fig. 11. Shear stress distributions 	12 corresponding to Figs. 9 and 10.
ig. 9. Snapshots of a sheared liquid crystal drop in a viscous ambient fluid with
ulk Frank energy constant of K = 0.05 and zero anchoring energy (A = 0) at t = 0.88,
.97, 1.

the relaxation rate parameter of the LC director, �2 = 0.02;
the phase field mixing energy parameter, �= 0.047;
the diffuse interface capillary width parameter, �= 0.02;

the LC director norm 1 penalty parameter ε= 0.03;
both fluid phases have the same viscosity 
= 1/30 and density
� = 1.

ig. 10. The velocity field superimposed with the level set {x :�(x) = 0} correspond-
ng to Fig. 9.
Fig. 12. First normal stress difference distributions 	11 −	22 corresponding to Figs.
9–11.

The capillary number in this model is defined by Ca =
a/	st

where the effective surface tension 	st is identified in this dif-
fuse interface model as 	st = (2

√
2�/3�) in [86]. Note that the drop

radius a is only well-defined in the early evolution of each simula-
tion and after convergence to an equilibrium droplet distribution.
The goal now is to compare the fate of the initial drop, the defects
that form in the LC phase, the shear and normal stress distributions
around deforming and stationary drops, and the secondary flow
around the droplets, as we vary capillary number Ca (through the
bulk shear rate ), the LC bulk energy constant K and LC anchoring

energy constant A.

The initial conditions for velocity and pressure are (u, p) =
(u, v, p) = ((2y−H)/H,0,0). We prescribe the initial phase func-

tion to be � = − tan h(
√

(x − 3H/2)2 + (y−H/2)2 −H/4/�), which
is the equilibrium energy minimizer for this geometry [70].
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th anchoring energy constant A = 0.5 at t = 0.23, 0.3, 0.35, 0.75.
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Fig. 13. Snapshots of the sheared liquid crystal drop wi

As mentioned in the last section, the advantage of the numerical
lgorithm is that we only need to solve the following Poisson-type
quations,

u− ˛∇2u = f,
u(x, y)|y=0,Hy = 0 or

∂u(x, y)
∂y

|y=0,Hy = 0,
(4.1)

nd the bi-harmonic equation

u+ ˛1∇2∇2u− ˛2∇2u = f,
∂u(x, y)
∂y

|y=0,Hy = 0,

∂2u(x, y)
∂y2

|y=0,Hy = 0.

(4.2)

We assume that the function u(x, y) can be expanded in the
ollowing form, consistent with physical boundary values between
he plates and periodicity in the flow direction,

u(x, y) =
n=N/2∑
n=−N/2

un(y)einx. (4.3)

Insertion of the above form into (4.1) and (4.2), we obtain

(1 + ˛n2)un(y) − ˛�un(y) = fn(y),
un|(y=0,Hy) = 0 or u′

n(y) = |(y=0,Hy) = 0,
(4.4)

(1 + ˛1n4 + ˛2n2)un(y) + ˛1∇2∇2un(y)
−(˛1n2 + ˛2)∇2un(y) = fn(y),

u′
n(y) = u′′

n(y)|(y=0,Hy) = 0.
(4.5)

For any fixed n, we only need to solve the above 1D Poisson and
i-harmonic equations, for which we adopt the spectral-Galerkin
ethod with Legendre polynomial basis [67]. The time step is set

o be 10−5 and the spatial resolution consists of 512 Fourier modes
nd 512 Legendre modes.

.2. The viscous drop in a viscous fluid benchmark

We start by simulating an immiscible viscous drop in another
iscous fluid with the Cahn–Hilliard model. This is a limiting case
f our model and algorithm, achieved by turning off both the bulk
C elastic energy (K = 0) and the LC anchoring energy (A = 0). The

arameter set given above was determined by numerical explo-
ation to recover published experimental and numerical behavior
cf. Ref. [9]), in a qualitative sense. Our model exhibits diverse rup-
ure scenarios, which we do not show because they may be artifacts
f the model in unphysical parameter regimes.
0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5 0.55 0.6 0.65
0.3

Fig. 14. A blow-up of the director field n from Fig. 13 at t = 0.24, 0.28, followed by a
further blow-up of the droplet on the left at t = 0.75.
We note that we performed several tests to make sure that the
drop breakup scenario was not strongly influenced by the effects
of confinement. We reduced the drop area in half while holding
the computational domain fixed, and we increased the size of the
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Fig. 15. Shear stress distrib

omputational domain by a factor of 4 while holding the initial
rop area fixed. The simulations that are presented here have a
eak nonlinear shear at the sidewalls, whereas both reductions in
rop area fraction lead to simple linear shear at the sidewalls but
ith the same drop breakup scenario. We omit these additional

imulations, which are available upon request.

.2.1. Sub-critical capillary number prior to drop breakup
First, for the fixed parameters indicated above, we numerically

etermine the critical capillary number Ca ∼ .0530 corresponding
o ∼ 12 s−1, where the drop transitions from a steady equilibrium
hape to breakup. Fig. 2 shows the steady drop shape for  = 15 s−1

Ca = .0486) (Figs. 3 and 4).

.2.2. Super-critical capillary number and drop breakup
We now raise the shear rate to  = 15 s−1 for which the capil-

ary number Ca = .0663. Fig. 5 shows a sequence of snapshots as the
roplet is sheared, elongated, develops a thin thread between two
eparating drops, and finally the thread breaks leaving two stable
aughter droplets similar in shape and orientation to the subcriti-
al capillary number prediction. The detailed hydrodynamics of the
roplet deformation and rupture is given in Fig. 6, which superim-
oses the velocity field around the zero level set of the phase field
unction �. The nonlinear shear and generation of vertical trans-
ort due to the Cahn–Hilliard dynamics are evident. Figs. 7 and 8
how level sets of the shear stress and first normal stress difference
ssociated with the velocity field snapshots in Fig. 6. We define
he shear and normal stress components with respect to the coor-
inates of the shear cell, where the “xy” or “12” component of 	

s the primary shear stress, and the differences between the “xx”
11) and “yy” (22) components of 	 define the first normal stress
ifference N1. These stress features are standard metrics for shear
heology [35,45], so we will focus on the level sets of these stress
eatures across the computational domain. We note that the most
elevant coordinates to define shear and normal stress components
or a viscoelastic fluid domain bounded by an evolving free sur-
ace are not standardized. In a neighborhood of the interface, the
urface tangent and normal are most natural; however, our inter-
aces will rupture, rendering those coordinates problematic. We
ote that stable drops possess a symmetric distribution of positive
nd negative shear stress and first normal stress difference, which
e shall call a quadrupolar stress distribution. Integration of these

tresses over their respective domains leads to a balance of shear
nd normal forces that sustain a stable drop.
.3. A liquid crystal drop immersed in a viscous fluid

We now study the shear-induced dynamics of a liquid crystal
rop. In all computations reported below, we fix the bulk Frank elas-
s corresponding to Fig. 13.

ticity constant K = 0.05 and then vary the strength of the anchoring
energy A. The fixed parameter values imposed above for the viscous
drop simulations are retained. We choose the super-critical shear
rate  = 15 s−1 and capillary number Ca = .0663 from the viscous
drop simulation, since for different K and A the critical shear rate
will change. We initialize a uniform director field n = (1, 0) aligned
with the direction of plate motion, and recall that our anchoring
energy potential promotes tangential anchoring along the drop
interface when A > 0. A similar study can be carried out with normal
(homeotropic) anchoring at the drop interface, and with different
Frank elasticity constant K, but those results are not considered
here.

4.3.1. Frank elasticity in the LC phase with zero surface anchoring
energy (A = 0)

Comparing Fig. 9 with Fig. 5, the elastic energy and extra stress
in the LC domain have several consequences. The initial stretching
and elongation of the LC drop is slower than the viscous drop. Next,
the thinning thread of LC fluid does not “thin and break” in a truly
longwave instability mechanism (which drains all fluid back into
the two daughter drops). Instead, the thinning thread develops a
capillary instability with a wavelength that supports the growth of
one drop in the interior filament. The two threads that now con-
nect the 3 emerging droplets follow the longwave rupture scenario
observed in Fig. 5.

The upshot of this simulation is that an elasticity-induced insta-
bility saturates in the formation of an additional smaller satellite
drop between the two daughter drops. Bulk Frank elasticity alone
in the LC phase causes a transition from two to three droplets with
all other material and experimental conditions held constant.

Fig. 10 superimposes the velocity field with the drop shapes at
the same snapshots as in Fig. 9, while Figs. 11 and 12 show the
shear and first normal stress distributions, respectively, for all three
snapshots. Note that the stable daughter droplets each develop the
quadrupolar stress distributions around their interface that were
observed in stable viscous drops.

4.3.2. Frank elasticity in the LC phase with moderate surface
anchoring energy (A = 0.5)

We now couple surface anchoring energy, which leads to a
strong coupling of the phase field function�with the LC orientation
field n in both the flow equations (through the elastic extra stress)
and the director evolution equation. Four snapshots are shown in
Fig. 13. Rather than focus on early stretching dynamics, we focus

instead on the subsequent rippled structure in the interior filament
at t = .23. We observe that bulk elasticity coupled with interfa-
cial anchoring energy contribute to a shorter wavelength capillary
instability of the interior, stretching filament. Here, the wavelength
is one-fourth of the length of the interior thread, which has the
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Fig. 16. (a) First normal stress difference 	11 −	22 corresponding to Figs. 13 and 15; (b) a blow-up of the droplet on the left in Fig. 14 with the director field n superimposed
w n of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version
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f the article.)

ffect of retaining significantly more mass in the interior thread
han the A = 0 simulation. The instability of the interior thread once
gain does not grow; the perturbations are arrested, smooth out,
nd the interior mass recoils to form a single daughter droplet. The
nterior droplet is larger than the two droplets shed off the tips. The
nal outcomes for A = 0 and A = 0.5 are 3 daughter droplets each,
ut with different size distributions, and a very different transient
ynamics.

We turn attention now to the LC orientation field, since this is
he first simulation with LC physics in the bulk and diffuse inter-
ace. Fig. 14 is a blow-up of the left tip of the sheared droplet as
he daughter droplet ruptures from the tip and then forms a sta-
le small droplet; the LC director field is superimposed in each
napshot. The stable daughter droplet illustrates a numerical obser-
ation: every daughter droplet has the same global bipolar defect
tructure, called a boojum, with two surface point defects of topologi-
al degree +1/2 and −1/2 situated at opposite poles of the equilibrium
rop [32,50,79]. Boojums are typical of tangential anchoring condi-
ions on bounded volumes of LCs in equilibrium, whereas here they

re the canonical orientation structure of steady state droplets in a
teady shear-dominated 2D velocity field.

We turn now to the shear stress distribution (Fig. 15), first nor-
al stress distribution (Fig. 16), and velocity field (Fig. 17) for each

f the above snapshots. Once again, there is a clear shear and normal

Fig. 17. The velocity field superimposed with the level set {x :�(x) = 0} correspond-
ing to Fig. 13.
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Fig. 18. Snapshots of a sheared liquid crystal drop with anchoring energy constant A = 0.7 at t = 0.2, 0.23, 0.3, 0.45.

Fig. 19. Shear stress distributions 	12 corresponding to Fig. 18.
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Fig. 20. First normal stress differences distrib

tress signature, the quadrupolar stress structure seen in all stable
roplets, and the flow feedback due to the LC bulk and interfacial
tress is clearly evident. Finally, we point to Fig. 16b that shows a
emarkable feature. Namely, the two surface defects are located in
he transition zones between positive and negative shear stresses
nd first normal stress differences. This global orientation-stress
tructure appears to characterize all steady LC drops.

The final simulation corresponds to a stronger surface anchor-

ng energy, raising A to 0.7. Fig. 18 shows a similar early evolution,

ith stretching, shedding of droplets off the tips, and a rip-
led interior filament with 5 ripples instead of 4. The anchoring
nergy apparently tunes the wavelength of the elastic capillary
nstability of the interior thinning filament: stronger anchoring
s 	11 −	22 corresponding to Figs. 18 and 19.

energy leads to onset of shorter wavelengths and the potential
for different satellite drop formation scenarios. In this simula-
tion, the interior rippled filament does not recoil as in the A = 0
and A = 0.5 simulations to form a third drop. Rather, the interior
filament behaves similar to the original sheared drop, shedding
drops from the ends, after which the interior ripples coarsen to
form a fifth droplet. The final outcome consists of five daugh-
ter droplets of three different sizes. Figs. 19 and 20 show once

again the shear and first normal stress distributions evolve to
a quadrupolar structure in each steady state droplet, and the
velocity distributions in Fig. 21 show stronger 2D flow feedback
due to enhanced surface anchoring energy. All daughter droplets
possess the global boojum defect structure, where the surface
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Fig. 21. The velocity field superimposed with th

efects reside at opposite poles in the transition regions from
ositive to negative shear stress and first normal stress differ-
nces.

. Conclusion

An energy-based phase field model is presented for the dynam-
cs of liquid crystal drops in an immiscible viscous fluid in

parallel-plate shear cell. A stabilized semi-implicit first-order
ime-marching scheme, coupled with a Fourier–Legendre–Galerkin
pproximation in two space dimensions, is implemented to study
he deformation and rupture of the immersed LC (or viscous)
roplet.

Numerical experiments are presented for the viscous drop prob-
em to identify a critical capillary number for droplet breakup, and
o identify parameter sets which reproduce the qualitative behav-
or of thin fluid threads connecting the two daughter drops when
he drop ruptures. We then retain these parameters and explore the

odified drop evolution at super-critical capillary number for a LC
rop. We first introduce bulk Frank elasticity in the LC drop, while
uppressing the interfacial anchoring energy. While not physically
otivated, this simulation shows that bulk elasticity alone can lead

o a different rupture scenario, in which a third, smaller satellite
roplet forms through a capillary instability of the thread connect-

ng the two emerging drops. We then turn on the anchoring energy
hich promotes tangential anchoring of the LC director along the

nterface, and further introduces an elastic stress contribution. This
imulation leads to a shorter wavelength capillary instability of the
lament connecting the bulging tips of the original sheared LC drop.
he interior filament possesses more mass, so that the first two
rops shed off the tips are smaller. The sheared interior filament
ither recoils to form one larger droplet or breaks up into more
atellite drops, depending on the strength of the anchoring energy.
hus we find the ability to tune the number and size of daughter
roplets by varying capillary number, Frank elasticity constant, and
nchoring energy.

Along with each droplet rupture scenario, we show flow, stress
nd defect features. Frank elasticity and anchoring energy lead to
ignificant 2D flow generation relative to the viscous drop simu-
ations. Furthermore, all stable drops acquire the same symmetric
hear and first normal stress difference distributions around the
rop interface, with four strips of positive and negative stresses

nterlacing one another, which has a quadrupolar structure. Addi-
ionally, all stable LC drops with both Frank elasticity and anchoring
nergy potentials have a global bipolar defect structure called
boojum [49,32,50,79], with two opposite signed, half-integer
egree defects at opposite poles of the stable drop. Remarkably,
hese surface defects reside precisely in the transition regions
etween positive and negative values of shear stress and first nor-
al stress difference distributions. There are four such regions, but

he drops are deformed (“squeezed”) out of an equilibrium circu-

[
[

[

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3

l set {x :�(x) = 0} corresponding to Figs. 18–20.

lar shape by the steady shear-dominated flow in the shear cell;
the surface defects always reside in the two regions with greater
curvature.

There are remaining issues which can be investigated using the
current model and code, for example, the extensions of the model
and code to a polymer solvent, adding viscous torques to the direc-
tor equation, changing the anchoring conditions to favor normal
anchoring which will promote internal hedgehog defects instead of
the surface boojums, and generalizing the current Ericksen–Leslie
model to more general liquid crystalline polymer tensor models.
These investigations will be pursued elsewhere.
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